Obstacle descriptions for 2013 Event Series

**Under & Overs**
Crawl under timber beams and jump over large rectangle or round hay bales.

**Muddy Meadows**
Army crawl through the mud under 20 metres of netting.

**The Esky**
Wade through a shallow section of freezing water (4m long, 1.6m deep, 1.6m wide) filled with ice and water. There are ramps in and out. Dumpsters will be used to form these esky’s. Participants will also have to duck under a timber slat to force them to get lower in the icy water.

**Demolition Derby**
Run over, crawl through or Bonnet Slide over a series of old cars and step through tyres.

**The Bus Stop**
Climb up and over the bus on a cargo net. There is safety netting all the way along the side to prevent any falls from the top.
**Ayres Rock**
Giant walls for participants to work as a team to climb over, They have rock climbing hand holds attached to help participants get over.

**Trauma Tunnels**
Squeeze your way through a short length of pipe in a muddy bog – 7.5m long

**Water Canon**
Run through water blasted by the a rural fire service

**Head over Heels** - Navigate your way through stacks of bungee cord set out like a spider’s web with tyres and hay bales in your way

**Giant slip & slide**
Slide along a section of wet plastic, edges are made with hay bales wrapped in black plastic to prevent anyone from sliding off the plastic and the landing pool is similar to what you see at a theme park a 10m long straight section with shallow water to slow you down.
Stuck in the mud
This obstacle involves participants crawling on their Stomachs through a muddy area.

The Haystack
Participants scramble up over large round bales of hay.

Devils Cave
Navigate your way through a dark room – built out of timber frame and wrapped with dark material. There are hanging pool noodles, tyres and hay on the ground and water dripping from the roof to add to the cave.

Cable Chaos
Climb your way over large cable drums/reels. Participants will need the help of fellow stampeders

Gladiators
Dodge the gladiators who will attempt to block your way whilst you run through a gauntlet of hay bales and tyres. There are 3 gladiators in the gauntlet with jousting sticks and blocking pads.

Sunday Roast
Leap over 3 controlled fire flames of no more than 1m that the fire brigade will be manning.
**Mud Buffet**
Wade, crawl and struggle through a mud pit with barbed wire on top to force patrons to get down and muddy – 15m long by 10m wide by 0.5m deep.

**The Bugzapper**
The Bug Zapper uses a .5 of a joule strength solar powered electric fence energiser. This is an extremely low powered energiser. Participants must run through 10,000 volts of electricity whilst jumping over hay bales.

**Ramp it Up**
Run up this sloping ramp to get to the top.

**Hurdles**
Participants need to jump or climb over the hurdles. There will 4 hurdles to accomplish of varying sizes.

**Tyre Tunnels**
Squeeze your way through a tunnel of truck tyres.
**Highs n Lows**
Run across an oversized see saw to reach the other side.

**Tyre Tumble**
Scramble your way up over and down a net made entirely from tyres.

**Rope Wrangle**
Climb your way to the top of the rope no more than 2m from the ground to ring a bell, then climb on down.

**Cliff Hanger**
Scale a 45% over hanging cliff wall to get to the other side.

**Aqua Lily Pads**
Run, scramble or crawl over floating lily pads on water.
Muddy Mounds
Make your way up, over and down the sticky mud and dirt mounds.

Jungle Swing
Swing like Tarzan and Jane off a low platform into a net.

Slippery Ramp
Get down low and pull your way up a slippery ramp on your stomach using a rope.

Fireman’s Pole
Climb some stairs to slide down a fireman’s pole like the real thing.

Boot Leggin
Crawl your way through a dark tunnel under the giant ramp.

Walk the Line
Balance your way along a giant balance beam set. It’s not high but it takes some concentration.

Wet n Wild
Run, walk or crawl your way through this boggy wet mess.
**Stampede Stagger**
Stagger and stumble your way up a rocky off track section of the course.

**Log Roll**
Army roll and crawl over and under these logs.

**Water Worx**
Swim over these five floating tubes
Suspended in a shallow water course.

**Tyre Me Out**
This obstacle involves carrying tyres around a looped section of the course.

**Quick Step**
Step through a series of tyres up hill

**Tyre jungle**
Navigate your way through a man-made jungle of hanging tyre tubes and tyres

**Cargo Crawl**
Army crawl under a large 50m x 5m net on the grass